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“Look Way UP” - Verse 1
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CHORUS
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Verse 2
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CHORUS #2 
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BRIDGE - (cAll and crowD response)
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SoLO & CHORUS OuT 

Song notes
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Notes From Behind The ScenE

(If you have the EMBEDDED AUDIO version of this 
Lyric +/songbook, double-click the speaker icon --> 

for my commentary.
If you don’t have the embedded song and commentary audio 

version, simply GraB “Look Way UP” on iTunes --> here 
and  then email us your iTunes order number --> here  and 

we’ll send you the full audio version of this lyric + song-
book right away.)

The “Look Way UP” song project was a unique, (and really big) 
online recording collaboration 
with fans. 

How “Look Way UP” was 
recorded and mixed:

•   Fans were invited to record 
themselves on their phones 
singing, and/or shouting the 
chorus lyrics to this song 

•  Then they were instructed 
to upload their voice 

 recordings directly to me.
It was insane, as it turned out! 
- keeping track and sorting 
out all those separate voice 
recordings made my head 
spin. 
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I actually ended up having to make multiple separate mixes to 
make “groups” of voices. These separate blocks of vocals were 
then imported to the main recording session tracks for the song. 
(See image below)

Here’s how the first few fan voices 
sounded as they were first coming in  -->

And here’s how it was sounding when the next batch 
came in and things started to take shape  -->  

And finally, here are all the voices added -->
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About OWEN CritcHlEY

loUdtHud recording artist/producer, Owen Critchley 
has worked with producers Brian "Big Bass" 
Gardner (No Doubt, Blink 182, Beck), 
Mike Jones (Glass Tiger, Brian Adams) 

Owen has penned songs for two U.S. network 
series, major label recording artists, Warner 
Bros. Records, Midfinger Records (Europe), 
Monstervox, Video games and compilations. His 
song, "Come To London" was featured at the MIDEM 
music conference in Cannes, France and has been released 
across Europe.
Owen Critchley was born in Canada but grew up in Bermuda 
where rock, reggae and soul exist side by side by side.

The “Look Way UP” project was recorded using 
The Easy Home Recording Blueprint Method, the popular step 
by step downloadable guide and videos Owen created and shares 
with songwriters and musicians at every level - from beginner/
music hobbyists to those wanting to build a career in music.
If you’ve ever wished for a simple 
step-by-step method so you could 
make studio quality, attention-
grabbing home recordings of your 
songs and music - easier, faster 
and cheaper than you thought 
was possible - you are invited to 
try Owen Critchley’s Easy Home 
Recording Blueprint Method   -->
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Owen Critchley on the web

                 *   OwenCritchley.com

                     *   Facebook (owen Critchley Music)

                *   Facebook (Home Recording Blueprint)

      *   Twitter - @AtHomeRecording

                     *   On YouTube

                                                         contact
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